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TEACHER’S GUIDE

Daphne Louter

Look, Rabbits
(Lemniscaat)
Look at the picture where the boy rabbit
and girl rabbit read a book by
candlelight. It is evening. They drink a
glass of milk before they go to sleep. A
tall hat sits on a pile of books. Could it
be a magician’s hat? What does he pull
out of it? Look at the page to see what
comes out of the tall hat first.
Tip!
Find a tall hat and hide the topic of the
activity in it. Think up a magical spell
and have a child pull the object out of
the tall hat.
Out of the hat come…
… rabbits
The rabbits hop around the room. Hop like a rabbit around the room, together. Then imitate other
animals and give the name of the movements they make.
Suggestions:
• Fly like a bird.
• Gallop like a horse.
• Scratch around like a chicken.
• Leap like a frog.
• Crawl like a snake.
• Jump like a kangaroo.
• Slither like a snail.
• Stomp your feet like an elephant.
… numbers
Provide the numbers one through ten. These could be numbers made of synthetic materials,
numbers from a game or numbers that have been cut out. Put the numbers down and say their
names out loud.
Look at the picture and find out where you can place the numbers on the picture. Have the children
arrange the numbers, for example putting the number one next to the glass of milk, two next to the
owls, six next to the boy rabbit sitting on the pile of books, seven next to the paintings, and so on.
Can you find a place for all the numbers?
… balls
Take three little balls. Place old books on the floor. The children should stand a short distance from
the books and throw one of the balls at the books. If the ball hits the book, the child receives one
point. Throw the next ball and continue.
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Place the books at various distances from the spot where the child is standing. Give the books
points. The book that is closest to the child is worth one point and the book farthest from the child is
worth five points. Have them throw the balls again. How many points can the children score by
throwing the three balls?
… straws
Provide a large number of straws with sticky tape and let the children create objects with the two
materials. What remarkable things can they create?
For an additional challenge or to give the children a helping hand, give them a concrete assignment
such as “make a bridge” or “build a tower”.
…eggs
Provide a chicken egg. Examine the picture and ask who has laid this egg. The children probably
know what you can make with eggs. Take a cookbook to find a recipe with eggs, and then make the
recipe.
… letters
Provide a few letters (preferably letters the children are familiar with). The letters can be made from
synthetic materials, Scrabble, magnets, and so on. Look at the letters and say their names out loud
together with the children. Take the picture and a letter. The children are going to look for
something that starts with this letter. If nothing can be found, then look around with the children to
see whether there is something that has this sound. Can you place all the letters somewhere?
… musical instruments
Have some musical instruments ready and look for a few books that have been read to the children
recently. Look at the picture and point to the owls. Tell them that owls are wise animals who know
a great deal. Are the children as wise as an owl?
Think of a few questions based on the books you have selected. Give each child a musical
instrument. Ask a question. The child who knows the answer indicates this by using his or her
musical instrument and then answers the question. Continue with the next question. Who is the
wisest “owl”?
… “cushions”
A real cushion will not fit in the tall hat, so put a little cushion in it from the dollhouse or draw a
small picture of a cushion.
Collect two cushions. Place them next to each other. One child should sit on the first cushion. He
then takes the second cushion and places it in front of him. After that, he should sit on the second
cushion and place the other cushion in front of him again and, following this pattern, he should
move from one side of the room to the other.
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• TIPS TO USE WITH THE BOOK
A boy rabbit and a girl rabbit start their day with a delicious breakfast. They perform various
activities during the day. At the same time the year’s seasons pass.
Every picture in Look, Rabbits offers so much to discover. Can the children find the objects that are
displayed on the pages on the left? Afterwards, use the objects in an activity.
Yellow balloon
The boy rabbit awakes and stretches. He suddenly sees a yellow balloon in the tall hat. He looks at
it in wonder.
Inflate a yellow balloon and say that it is yellow. Look for other yellow objects in the room and
place them next to the balloon. Have one child leave the room and take an object away. The child
should come back and guess which object is missing.
Carrot
The morning begins with a delicious breakfast. See what the girl rabbit is eating in Look, Rabbits.
Give each child a plate and have them tell you what they eat for breakfast.
Write the following assignments down on a strip of paper and put them in an artificial egg or draw
an egg and write the exercises on it:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can you name something you can put on a slice of bread?
Can you name a vegetable?
Can you name a fruit?
Can you name something cold you can eat?
Can you name something warm you can eat?
Can you name something you drink for breakfast?
Can you name something that is usually on the breakfast table?

Look at the first exercise and put an egg on one of the children’s plates. This child is allowed to
answer the question. After the child has answered, he then puts the egg on another child’s plate.
This child will then answer the same question. Continue until the children run out of answers. Take
another egg and describe the next exercise.
Umbrella
The rabbits find an old suitcase full of costumes in the attic. They have a wonderful time together.
See how the rabbits dress up in Look, Rabbits.
Hold a costume party together. Lay out different clothes, jewellery, hats, bags and masks for the
children. The children should dress up and then walk over a catwalk to show off their costumes.
Wellies
It has just rained and a large puddle has formed next to the house. The rabbit has his Wellies on
and can have fun jumping in the puddles.
Place a hula-hoop on the ground. This is a puddle. Run towards the hula-hoop and jump inside it
while you say a number such as five. Have the children continue to count from this number. Choose
a child to jump into the puddle and say a number. The other children continue to count from this
number.
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Straw basket
A basket is in the kitchen. Look in the book to see what is in the basket.
Provide a straw basket and put a red object in it that can be used to make rhymes.
Suggestions:
ball, block, coloured pencils, pen, scarf, paper, box, drum, button, rose.
Look at the object and pass the basket around. The child who has the basket says a word that
rhymes with the object. Put another object in the basket and repeat the activity.
Green mug
The rabbits are off to buy groceries. They find a green mug in a shop on the counter. They did not
expect to find the mug in that spot. Ask the children where the mug should be.
Hide a (green) mug or cup in the garden, the neighbourhood, on a window sill in a neighbour’s
house or in a local shop. Go outside with the children and tell them that there is a mug in an unusual
place. Look for the mug.
Wagon
The rabbits have gone to the woods with their friends. See in Look, Rabbits who those friends are.
Ask the children who their cuddly friends are. Have them choose a cuddly toy or bring one the next
time.
Have a small wheelbarrow or children’s wagon ready. The first child puts his cuddly toy in it and
gives the name of the animal. He takes the animal in the vehicle to another child. This child adds his
cuddly toy and says which animals are now in the wheelbarrow or wagon. He should name the
animals in the right order and then ride over to another child who puts his cuddly toy in the
wheelbarrow or wagon, and so on.
Puzzle pieces
The rabbits are putting a puzzle together one afternoon.
Give the children a sheet of paper and have them draw something large. Laminate the drawing and
then cut it into pieces. Cut large pieces for a simple puzzle and smaller pieces for a more
complicated puzzle. The children may put their own puzzle together or someone else’s puzzle.
Purple duck
A purple duck is among the rabbits’ toys.
Look at the toys in the book and make up riddles. The children should look for the right toy.
Suggestions:
• It is green, has legs and a long tail. (dinosaur)
• It rides on rails. (train)
• You use this to drink. (cup)
• This belongs to a pirate. (hat)
• This is something a rabbit eats. (carrot)
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Candle
A candle is on a cupboard in the bathroom. It has not been lit yet.
Collect a number of different candles. Look at them with the children and place them in a row
starting with wide candles and finishing with thin candles, from tall to short, and from dark to light
colours.
Paper boat
Before the day is over and the rabbits go to sleep, they decide to play with some white paper. Look
in the book to see what they have folded.
Give each child a sheet of white paper and fold a paper boat together. Decorate the boat.
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